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A) Objective (15 x 1 = 15)
B) Very Short Answer (5 x 2= 10)
C) Short Answer (7x 5 = 35)A) Objective (15 x 1 = 15)
1. Replication is the process of
a. making new strands of RNA.
b. making two completely new strands of DNA.
c. making two DNA strands with each having one old parental strand.
d. making two DNA strands having old strands only.

2. Genetic Code is
a. Commaless
b. triplet
c. nonoverlapping
d. all of the above.

3. Genetic code is Degerate because..
a. one codon codes for one amino acid.
b. one codon codes for many amino acids.
c. many amino acids code for one codon.
d. many codons may code for one amino acid.

4. Genetic code ids Unambiguous because....
 a. one codon codes only for one amino acid.
b. one codon codes for many amino acids.
c. many amino acids code for one codon.
d. many codons code for one amino acid.

5. Lac Operon is a/an
a. Inducible Operon
b. Repressible Operon
c. Both.
d. None 

6. Tryptophan  Operon is a/an
a. Inducible Operon
b. Repressible Operon
c. Both.
d. None 

7. Lactose _____________  Lac operon.



a. starts
b. stops
c. pause
d. deays

8. Tryptophan acts as a __________ of the Operon.
a. Inducer
b. Repressor.
c. Co repressor
d. Activator 

9. Hersher and Chase  proved that
a. DNA  replication is semi conservative
b. DNA is genetic material
c. DNA is universal
d. DNA is double helical structure.

10. Meselson ans Stahl proved that
a. DNA  replication is semi conservative
b. DNA is genetic material
c. DNA is universal
d. DNA is double helical structure.

11. Enzyme responsible for Proofreading activity (3’-5’ exonuclease) , removal of RNA primer  (5’-
3’ exonuclease) and gap filling or nick translation ( 5’-3’ polymerase ) activity in prokaryotes...
a. DNA pol I
b. DNA pol II
c. DNA pol III
d. DNA pol pro

12. Match these activities of a prokaryotic DNA polymerase.
A proofreading activity. B RNA removing activity. C Nick translation 
i) 5’-3’ polymerase .ii) 3’-5’ exonuclease.iii) 5’-3’ exonuclease

a. A-i, B -ii, C-iii
b. A- ii, B- iii, C- i
c. A iii, B – ii, C – i
d. A- iii, B- i, C – ii

13. Main enzyme for Prokaryotic DNA replication is...
a. DNA pol I
b. DNA pol II
c. DNA pol III
d. DNA pol pro

14. Kornberg Enzyme is



a. DNA pol I
b. DNA pol II
c. DNA pol III
d. DNA pol pro

15. Avery , McLeod and Mc Carty ediscovered which scientist’s work ?
a. Watson and Crick
b. Miescher 
c.Kornberg
d. Griffth

B) Very Short Answer (5 x 2= 10)
1. Why DNA is called Genetic Material?
2. What are Nucleic Acids ?
3. What are the three main steps of Translation?
4. Write five points on DNA structure.
5. What is denaturation of DNA?

C) Short Answer (7x 5 = 35)
1. Write five enzymes of Replication and their function.
2. Write the three Initiation factors of Transation and their function.
3. What is Nucleosome ?
4. What is Chromatin ? How it is different from DNA?
5. Write about Lac operon
6. Write about Tryptophan Operon.
7. What is the monomer of anucleic acid ? Name all the parts of the monomer.


